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Company Description 

Panoram Digital, are experienced digital transformation specialists, providing the skills and 

expertise to supercharge a range of legal services.  

Panoram eDiscovery is led by co-founders Martin Bonney and Greg Wildisen, eDiscovery 

experts with over 25 years each in consulting, service delivery and technology innovation 

at the forefront of this field. Panoram’s team of highly experienced eDiscovery 
professionals can handle any eDiscovery project, regardless of the level of complexity.  

Our team of certified Nuix Masters, offer clients a superior service experience on 

commercial terms that reflect the realities of the new marketplace. 

1. Delivering eDiscovery matters on Nuix Discover - the only fully integrated platform 

combining the world’s leading analytics and processing capabilities with an easy to 

use, document review platform. All the functionality in a single architecture without 

the expense and risk of combining multiple brands.  

2. Creating a world class client experience through exceptional proactivity, 

collaboration, and focus on project outcomes, all delivered by our team of certified 

Nuix Masters. 

3. Streamlining the delivery of all our cases through a proprietary Digital Project 

Management Platform (PDPM), built in M365 and surfaced through MS Teams.  

As the only UK member of the Nuix Advisory Council we are able to directly influence the 
direction of the product to meet client requirements on an ongoing basis. 

At Panoram we transform our clients’ eDiscovery experience and make sure you get to the 
truth, at speed, whilst ensuring data sovereignty.  

 

Vendor Offerings 

Our services include: 

1. Hosted eDiscovery SaaS Service: featuring our proprietary Digital Project 
Management Platform: 

Utilising Nuix’s best of breed integrated processing and review platform and delivered 
through our proprietary M365-enabled workflows, overseen by a team of experienced 
eDiscovery professionals. Project Management is delivered via PDPM, our specially 
designed platform using MS Teams to support a collaborative approach throughout the 
project lifecycle. High level reporting enables lawyers to understand progress and manage 
costs while automation streamlines and collates sometimes cumbersome processes (e.g. 
custodian interviews) to ensure efficiency and completeness.  

We provide streamlined and price competitive workflows for specific needs such as DSARs. 

2. Consulting Services: 

In line with our emphasis on supporting enterprise legal tech we provide consulting on 
compliance and litigation readiness and data sovereignty. We deploy technology, workflows, 
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policies and procedures for all Data Investigations, empowering our clients to regain control 
over the sovereignty of their data and the cost of their regulatory and legal compliance. The 
team has vast experience managing eDiscovery projects in multiple locations and can draw 
upon an extensive network to address complex and challenging requirements. We also have 
specific consulting offerings for DSars and an offering to safely manage the process of 
employees exiting an organisation, including triage and investigatory support where issues 
are unearthed. 

3. Managed Document Review Services: 

We maximise efficiency in Nuix Discover to empower document review teams but we 
understand that some cases are so large, or deadlines so tight that burst capacity is needed. 
We can provide this as needed through our partnership with an international third-party 
specialist managed document review provider. 
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